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Easter Weekend Follows Vacation
V.b

The final aix weeks of the 196263 school year started Tuesday
morning with most students back
from vacation, except for the
Choir and Symphonette.
As the student body recooperates from its vacation excursions,
the college has been in the midst
of "Holy Week * in preparation
for Good Friday today and Easter Sunday.
Good Friday services are being held from 12:00 to 3:00 p.m.
today in Dimnent Chapel. Speaking on "The Seven Last Words
of Christ" will be representatives
of various Holland churches.
They will include Rev. Lloyd
Bailey, Rev. Stuart Blauw, Rev.
William Burd, Rev. Gordon Van
Oostenburg, Rev. Garret Stoutmeyer. Rev. Russel Vande Bunte
and Rev. Rodney Westveer.
Music will be provided by the
Magnachords under the direction

of Calvin Langejans. Mrs. Bill
Mouw will be the accompanist
and Roger Rietberg the organist.
A Sunrise Service will be held
at 6:00 a.m. on Easter morning.
The youth from Holland will take
charge of the service and Rev.
Russel Vande Bunte of Third Reformed Church will give the sermon on "The Difference That
Easter Makes." Roger Rietberg
will be the organist.
As the Choir and Symphonette traveled East and West giving concerts in many Reformed
churches, Hope students on vacation were involved in many
enterprises. Besides the convention reports on page two, here
are a few evamples:
Several students heeded President John F. Kennedy's exhortation to move fonvard with vigor. Six men therefore set out
on foot on the r o a d to-

mm

HIKERS—Loren Meengs, Dave Stehower, Tom Cooke, Phil Bennink and Dick Bennink.
ward Kalamazoo on the Saturday
after school closed in an effort to
complete the 50 miles before the
day was over. Dick Bennink, his
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Student Christian Association to Begin

New Frat Quad, Gilmore
Receive Dorm Advisors

Annual Mission Campaign to Aid Others
Students will have the opportunity next week to help others
through the annual SCA Mission
Drive.
Various activities have been
set up, with the Student-Faculty
Auction as one of the primary
events. Chairmen for the auction.
Sue Atkinson and Bob Klebe,
have been hard at work to make
the event a success. This year's
auction will be held Wednesday,
April 17, at 6:45 p.m. in Winants
Auditorium. At a similar auction
last year with Klebe at the auctioneer • gavel, such things as
meals, paper-typing, shirt-ironing, car-washing, and late per
brought in around $200 for the
mission cause.
Last year the funds from the
auction, Shakespeare marathon,
and various other offerings went
to establish a scholarship at
Voorhees College in Vellore, India. This year Hope College,
through SCA, has committed itself to the work of World University Service, with special emphasis on Hong Kong.
WITS is an international organization dedicated to mutual
assistance in meeting the most
crucial needs of the university

Pastor From GR
To Speak Tues.
t

«*

Dr. Duncan Littlefair, pastor
of the Fountain Street Church
of Grand Rapids and a controversial clergyman, will speak on
Tuesday night, April 16, at 7:00
p.m. in the Music Auditorium.
He will present his religious
views, criticize the conservative
position, and will be quizzed by
a student panel on such muchdebated subjects as the authority
of the Bible, the doctrines of hell,
predestination, and total depravity. The panel will be composed
of Jim Hawkins, Virginia Mortensen, Paul Ransford, Paul
Swets and Lynne Vande Bunte.
Dr. Littlefair's apearance here
is the second in a series of programs designed to encourage religious understandings and is
sponsored by the Student Christian Association.

brother Phil, Loren Meengs and
Dave Stehower completed the entire distance and established a
record of 11 ^ hours. Weary wan-

derers Tom Cooke and Carl Dell,
who were forced out of the walking because of painful blisters,
were left the consolation that
they had walked 35 and 40 miles
respectively.
The following weekend eight
Hope men decided to head north
instead of south and tanned themselves canoeing on the Pine River 80 miles north of Holland.
Launching their four canoes near
Tustin, Mich., Dave Huisingveld,
Gord Huizen, Keith Louwenaar,
Mike Magan, Steve Millar, Dave
Mouw, Dave Van Dam and Gerry
Wolf paddled about 125 miles
down the swift moving Pine.
This is the third year that Mouw
and Van Dam have organized
this trip.
Other interesting vacation sidelights should be turned into the
anchor office by Monday afternoon for a vacation round-up, . !

community throughout the world.
According to Mission Drive
chairman Virginia Mortensen,
"The WUS effort is rooted in the
firm belief that education is' the
key to many of the world's problems in the immediate and longterm future. Since the time of
the initial program of WUS,
launched after World War I, the

organization has grown, into a
world-wide operation of stu(Continued on page 5)

Resident advisors for the new
men's residence units on 13th St.
have been announced.
They are Dr. and Mrs. D. Ivan

Mrs. Ottipoby, presently house
mother at VanVleck Hall, will
become the housemother of the
new Gilmore Hall, which will
house approximately 50 women.

Antioeh Locks
Room Raiders

Auditorium

Out of Dorms
Yellow Springs, Ohio — By an
action of the Student Community
Council, locks are being installed
on all dormitory room doors during the present spring quarter,
according to Jean Tanis, the Student Residence Director at Antioeh College. The Housing Department estimates that installation will cost $5,800.
The new installation reverses
the former policy of Antioeh
College. Under the old system,
rooms had no locks and dorms
were operated under an honor
system. The change comes after
complaints of thefts and after a
study of three-year security report.
The Residence Director estimated that about half of the
thefts were "inside jobs," hue she
also added that these usually
involve small items and cash.
These thefts by students have
not increased, while "outside
raids" of larger objects like radios and phonographs have multiplied during the period.
Some students have protested
the change. One senior noted that
locks in any form violated the
general definition of an honor
system. Another student said
that he regards locks as a form
of tax.
Miss Tanis defended the action,
saying, "I think students have as
much right to protect their belongings in their rooms as I have
to lock my office."

Dykstra, Mr. and Mrs. Daryl
Siedentop, Mr. and Mrs. Eldon
Greij, Mr. Arthur Jentz, and Mr.
James Malcolm, a new speech
instructor. It has not yet been
decided which advisors will occupy which units.

Named for
W. C. Snow
PROGRESS—Bids on construction of the Physics-Math building,
which is to be completed a year from September next to the library, were opened Tuesday afternoon Officiating at the meeting were (L to R) Henry Steffens, college treasurer, Dr. John
Hollenbach, acting president, architect Andersen and Rottschaffer
of Board of Trustees. The bid will be awarded pending a decision
by the administration.

Menning Named Editor
Of '63 - '64 Anchor
Charles Menning, a sophomore
from Grandville, Mich., has been
selected by the Publications
Board to be Editor-in-chief of
the 1963—64 anchor, Chairman
Kristin Blank announced Wednesday.
Chuck has worked on the papei
this year as a feature writer.
He will replace graduating senior
Gerrit Wolf, who has been editor for the past two years.
The Board also discussed
complete lack of applicants
the position of editor of
Milestone. If no one contacts

the
for
the
the

board within the next week to
apply for this position, the present sophomore class will be asked
to select or elect someone for this
job. The management of the
yearbook has traditionally been
in the hands of the junior class.
It was reported to the Board
by Ruth Van Witzengurg, Coeditor of the 1963 Milestone, that
this year's annual will not arrive
until August. The annual will include all the events of the 196263 school year. Graduating seniors will receive their yearbooks
in the mail.

Honoring the late Hope College professor of music W. Curtis .Snow, the college Board of
Trustees has given his name to
the Music Auditorium on the local campus. The Snow Auditorium will be a part of the Nykerk
Hall of Music which was so named last January.
Mr. Snow was professor of
music at Hope from 1929 until
1935. He taught organ, music
classes, and organized and directed the Chapel Choir. He directed the Holland Civic Chorus
and conducted the first performance of Handel's "Messiah" given on the Hope campus.
Last January Mrs. Snow presented a gift of her and her late
husband's music library to the
college music department. The
gift consisted of oratorios, anthems, vocal, piano and organ
music volumes.
A portrait of Mr. Snow, who
passed away in 1935, will be
hung in the lobby of the auditorium, according to Dr. Robert Cavanaugh, chairman of the music
department.
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GOP Convention
Draws Hopites
• Sixty "College Conservatives"
from Michigan, including five
from Hope College, flew, drove
and took 50 mile hikes to St.
Louis, Mo., last weekend to attend the annual convention of
the Midwest Federation of College Republican Clubs at the
Statler Hilton Hotel.

STROM THURMOND, southern
Senator, meets with Young Republicans at midwest convention.

The Michigan delegation was
headed by A1 Howell, chairman
of the Michigan Federation of
College Republicans, and included from Hope Barb Kouw, Sandy
Bell, Carol Van Lente, Andy
Zwemer and Gretchen Steffens.
These students, along with

Students Hold Conference
on European Common Market
Silver jubilee of the annual
Public Affairs Conference held on
the campus of Principia College,
Elsah, 111., was held Spring Vacation, April 3-6. Two delegates
from Hope were Philip De Velder
and Bruce Turkstra.
Public Affairs Conference is
sponsored by the School of Government of
Colle^ and
annually centers > ^ e n t i o n on
some important problem in either
domestic or international affairs.
This year the theme of the conference was "The European
Common Market: A Challenge To
United States Policy."
Principal speakers were Donald Agger, President of American Nord-Aviation,. Inc. which is
a subsidiary of Nord-Aviation of
France and which is a leading
manufacturer of missiles and
aircraft production. Other leading
speakers were professor Don
Humphery at the Fletcher School
of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts
University and Charles H, Percy
the President of Bell and Howell.
Conference, held at the Principia campus, overlooking the Mississippi River in the vicinity of
Alton, 111. and St. Louis, Mo.,
was a student directed program
which discussed the challenges
of the Common Market to foreign
and domestic policies. Students
came from all parts of the country and from several foreign
countries. Groups of 20 students
studied U.S. policies towards
European intergration and, on
whnip agreea
ntyrppH tnat
that the
the whole,
ine Unit„edj States
c?4-«4-^r. fostered
-Tnefofo/iEuropean
Tr.nrnnpnneconppnnomic unity before completely
understanding the ramifications
of that policy, but realizing that
the U.S. had little choice because
Europe needed aid in redevelopipent after the ravages of war.
The matter of American 'goals'
for Europe was also discussed
and the effects that these 'goals'
would have on the domestic American economy and the foreign
policy programs of this country,
The conference concluded, that
the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
was probably the wisest legislation the U.S. could enact to meet
the economic competition of the
Common ar et,
. The conference also agreed
that the time had passed when the
U.S. could order the European
nations to do its bidding and that
the economic recovery of Western Europe had also brought
Europe to the point of political
independence from the United
States.
The majority stated that NATO
was necessary for European security and that it had been a
largely unqualified success in
carrying out its goals. The minority stated that NATO had not
only failed to live up to this goal

but that it was also becoming:
rather clear that NATO was little
more than a thin veneer for continued American domination of
Europe.
The most difficult part of the
conference was determining what
United States policy towards
Europe should be in the future,
since President De Gaulle had
shown no interest in American
- — f ^ e of E ^ !
^
^
of ^
^
hag not ^
ia8Ue(L
The Principia Conference is
one of the best student conferences to which Hope usually
sends several delegates. Those
interested in attending next year
areurged to contact Dr. van Putten. Former Hope delegates, in
addition to De Velder and Turkstra, are Herb Tillema, Roland
Marshall and Doug Toxopeus.

1,000 delegates from the 12 other
states m the Midwest region,
elected Conservative Republicans
to important offices.
Newly-elected Midwest Chairman is Andy Hickam from Oklahoma, an assistant to the first
Republican Governor of that
state. He was opposed by Keith
Griener from Kansas. Hickam
succeeded Brian Whalen from
Illinois.
Region V which is composed of
Michigan, Illinois, Indiana and
Ohio elected Karl Lady from
Michigan State as chairman.
Conflicts between Liberals and
Conservatives, YAF members
and ADA broke party harmony
at times during the three day
convention. Inter-party conflicts
finally caused some liberal elements to walk off the convention
floor.
"Goldwater
for President"
delegates as well as the "Who
else but Nelse" interests finally united themselves into at least
agreeing on some principles of
Republicanism.
The Michigan delegation decided to support Hickam after a
two-hour caucus which ended at
4:30 a.m. Saturday morning. The
minor liberal elements in this
state decided to support Hickam
after hearing both candidates
speak.

*
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VICTORY—Gretchen Steffens, Hope freshman who is recording
secretary of Michigan College Young Republicans and A1 Howell,
(right), state chairman from Wayne State, help Karl Lady from
Michigan State celebrate his election to regional director at midwest Republican Convention.
Speaking before the convention was Representative Thomas
Curtis of Missouri, Senators Peter Dominick and Thurston Mor-

American International College of Springfield, Mass., was
the site of the national conven-

tion of Association of International Relations Clubs.

The theme of the Conference,
which ran from Wednesday,
March 27, through Saturday,
March 30, was "The Atlantic
Community," and featured several noted speakers, among then;
Mr. Ernst Frederick-Kahl of the
Directorate of the European
grams of their boards for the Economic Community, Mr. Clarcoming year. Among the new ac- ence K. Streit, a pioneer in the
tivities will be a fashion show Atlantic Union movement and
early in the fall for all women Congressman- Ogden R. Reid of
students, a possible series of New York.
campus lectures for women on
Joan Visscher, Bob Anderson,
preparation for marriage, open Dick Emmert and Stuart Clark
to the entire college, including represented Hope at the Conferprofessors and lecturers from ence and Dr. Paul Fried, Hope's
different fields such as econo- IRC advisor, accompanied them.
mics, psychology and sociology.
The Conference, which is held
Other forthcoming projects in- in a different section of the
,
.
• j.v r>elude
in• . the Pine country each year, follows a pat- , r o a carol sing
p,
p
oo
Grove
Christmas
seaLrroveduring
dunn?the
the
Lnristmas
sea- tern which the AIRC uses for
son, a talent show (perhaps in its conventions and semester
connection with the Penny Car- programs. That is, a basic theme
nival) and programs such as a is developed with the use of
panel discussion on the role ol guest speakers, student discusthe college woman in modern so- sion groups and research papers
ciety.

Nationally in Oklahoma

The conference included lectures on the role of the college
woman in modern society, seminars in various academic fields
with leading professors from
member schools, "bedtime bull
sessions . . . " and frequent discussions of problems connected
with activities, rules and regulations on various campuses.
At present, AWS organization
at Hope is managed under two
independent boards—the Activit i e s Board and the House Counc i l T h e f o r m e r coordinates allc a m p U S a n d women's activities
^ Little Sister
such ag ^
international Night, and
tea ^
May Day, while the House
Council sponsors the Voorhees
Day Tea, is legislative and judicial over women's rules and
supervises penalties for infractions.
Comparison and re-evaluation
which the two junior officers accomplished at the conference
Produced several suggestions for
alteration. One was closer cooperation between the two boards,
o
r possible re-structuring of the
board organization.
Misses Zwart and Arends also
summarized the projected pro-

t
•K

ton of Colorado and Kentucky,
Hayes Robinson, Cook County
Republican Chairman and Sheriff
Richard Ogilvie of Cook County.

International Relations Club Convenes
for Talks in Springfield, Massachusetts

AWS Holds Convention
Flying to Norman, Okla., on
March 24 for a week's conference
of the National Intercollegiate
Association of Women Students
(AWS), were Hope president
Nancy Zwart and representative
Arlene Arends.
According to Nancy Zwart,
Hope Activities Board chairman,
the purpose of AWS is "to promote the physical, social, spiritu a | a n ( j intellectual development
Every
0f
co iiege woman."
TT
• automatically
x
J.. it a
Hope
woman is
^
^

,

Students Should Apply
for Fulbrights Soon
More than 800 United States
government awards will be available to qualified American
graduate students for study or
research in any one of 49 countries during the 1964-65 academic year. The graduate fellowships, available under the Fulbright-Hays Act of 1961, are administered by the Institute of International Education as part of
the educational exchange program of the Department of State.
There are three types of awards: U. S. government full
grants; joint U. S.-other government grants; and U. S. government travel-only grants. Full
grants provide round-trip transportation, tuition, books and
maintenance.

Students now enrolled in a
college or university should consult their campus Fulbright Program Advisor about applying for
the 1964-65 scholarships. All
others may secure information
and application forms from the
counseling division of the Institute of International Education,
800 Second Avenue, New York
17, New York; or to any of IIE's
regional offices (see letterhead).
All requests for application
forms must be postmarked by
October 15, 1963. At-large applicants must submit their completed applications to HE by November 1, 1963. Enrolled students
must submit applications to the
sampus Fulbright Advisor by the
respective campus closing date.

presented by IRC members. "
James McDowall, Hope IRC
president, considers the Conference "a great opportunity for
the development of the qualities
of leadership. Conferences such
as this bring students of diverse
backgrounds but with a common
'outward looking' attitude • to
gether and intensify their interest in international... affairs
through group identity, study
and
activity." Congressman
Reid's speech at the closing
luncheon was a definite highlight of the convention, as he
was able to speak with the freedom from censure which employees of the State Department or
representatives of special interest groups might not enjoy. At
one time, for example, he referred to the diplomatic race between countries as a "game of
musical chairs" or concerning
the Nassau meetings, he stated
that "we have been something
less than skillful" with special
references to the exclusion- of
DeGaulle from the talks. <
Among his recommendations
for the future, Mr. Reid listed
making the chief diplomat a
member of the cabinet, establishing an instant communications between the commander of
NATO and the President and encouraging the development of
common markets through the
economic and social branches of
NATO.
When he stated that we have
"publicly spanked a friendly go 7ernment (Canada)," the Montreal delegation gave him a standing ovation.
Several matters of AIRC business were discussed at the conference in addition to the Common Market. Candidates were
nominated for national offices,
regional meetings were held, and
several opportunities were provided by AIRC for the conference delegates to mingle at "social affairs" Early next fall,
Hope will host a Mid-West Region meeting.

*
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Easter Sees Christ as Unknow
by David Kleis
Jesus Christ is both the son of
man and the son of God, and
Jesus is a man "nobody knows.*'
In Chapter 12 of John, verse 21,
several Greeks are searching for
Jesus; "we wish to see Jesus."
Man today has lost the desire *o
seek Jesus because Jesus has become a man, as Bruce Barton
says in his provocative book,
whom "nobody knows." Who
then is Jesus, the man nobody
knows ?
Jesus Christ is a man of sorrows. In Isaiah 53:3, the prophet
speaks of our Lord as "a man of
sorrows, and acquainted with
grief." There is a well of bottomless feeling in Jesus, for as
Kahlil Gibran suggests in his
portrayal Jesus: The Son of Man,
to Him the lisping of a babe was
not less than the cry of all mankind." This Jesus is the man who
wept bitterly, as John 11:35 indicates. The shortest verse recorded in Holy Writ, but the
longest recorded on human feeling.
The sorrows of Jesus are no
more movingly presented than by
one of the Marys, in Gibran's
portrait of Jesus: "His head was
always high, and the flame of
God was in his eyes. He was often sad, but His sadness was tenderness shown to those in pain
and comradeship given to the
lonely. He was sad, yet it was a
sadness that would rise to the
lips and : become a smile."
This is Jesus Christ, a man of
sorrows and great sadness, whose

head was always high, "and the
flame of God was in His eyes."
Jesus Christ is a man of power. Raymond Calkins in his book
How Jesus Dealt With Men,
points out the power which Jesus
stored within him: In Him was a
deep fount of spiritual power
which, transmitted to other lives,
gave them fresh vitality and reinvigorated them body and soul.
When Jesus entered the arena
of life, this power at once manifested itself.
Furthermore, Jesus had more
than the power of healing. He
had the power that only the Son
of God could have had, for, as
Barton says, Jesus was a carpenter, a man "who waxed strong
. . . a leader who picked up 12
young men and created an organization that won the world,
that in a few short years would
turn the world upside down."
Jesus was also a man of silent
power who during: the week of
His trial and crucifixion never
once was broken, through all the
long torture of imprisonment,
court trials, midnight hearings
and scourgings. Even Pilate felt
it as he stood next to the straight
y o u n g m a n , inches taller
than he, bronzed and hard and
clean as the air of His loved
mountain and lake, and from the
lips of Pilate come those words
which reveal clearly the power
of Jesus, 'Behold, the man/
Nathaniel speaks of Jesus'
power in Gibran's portrait: They
say that Jesus of Nazareth was
humble and meek, They say that

though he was a Just man and
righteous, he was a weakling,
and was often confounded by the
strong and the powerful; and
that when He stood above men
of authority He was but a lamb
among lions. My heart is sickened by such meit It is the mighty carpenter I would preach, and
the mountainous spirit unconquerable.
On the other hand, Jesus
Christ is a man of song. Of the
glorious songs that were voiced
in the heart of Jesus, Rumanous
speaks in Gibran's picture of
"the manson." He was a poet.
He saw for our eyes and heard
for our ears, and our silent words
were upon His lips; and His fingers touched what we could not
feel. Out of his heart there flew
countless singing birds . . . He
loved all things of liveliness . . .
and there was a desert in his silence and a garden in His speech,
for in His voice there was laughter of thunder and the tears of
rain, and the joyous dancing of
trees in the wind."
Jesus Christ is a man of youth.
"I seek the youth of Jesus," says
Melachi of Babylon, an astronomer in Gibran's mighty opus. He

was born, lived, died, and was
resurrected all in less than 35
years. He was only 12 when he
astounded the men of learning
iu the temple, as part of "his
Father's Business." The next 18
years of Jesus' life are sometimes referred to as "the 18 silent years." The latter years and
days of Jesus' life are well
known to everyone; however, Jesus died while still in youth. Jesus never lived to have Dante's
vision midway on life's journey
of three score ten years that he'd
gone astray from the straight
road, or awakening find himself
in a dark wood, alone. Jesus never lived to haye Gautama's vision
of "the middle way," received
while meditating beneath the Bo
tree. Jesus Christ didn't live to
be 35. Yet in the three decades
of life on earth, Jesus accomplished much more than did Dante
or Gautama, for even in His
youth Jesus was a man of power,
and a man of feeling. In His person is the heart and soul of
Christianity, and without Him
our Christian faith would not be.
Finally, Jesus Christ is a man
of victory. He is the Way, the
Truth, and the Life. He says in
John's gospel, "I am the resur-

"Barabbas" Finds Christianity Demands

by Rev. Lambert Ponstein
"He was about thirty, powerfully built, with a sallow complexion, a reddish beard and black
hair. His eyebrows also were
black, his eyes too deep-set, as
though they wanted to hide. Under one of them he had a deep
scar that was lost to sight in his
beard. But a man's appearance
is of little consequence." With
this description, Lagerkvist says
that this novel will get below the
surface. This is true of his description of Christ also. This is
not just another rabbi. "There
was nothing vigorous about the
fellow^ His body was lean and
spindly, the arms slender as
though they had never been put
to any use. A queer man. The
beard was sparse and the chest
quite hairless, like a boy's."

GEORGES ROUAULT 1932

Van Raalte's Restaurant
Zeeland
Complete Dinners
Banquets for 20 - 300
BRING YOUR DATE, PARENTS, OR FRIENDS!

(Special Dinners for 95c)

..vl

That Man Work to Understand Humanity
Par Lagerkvist, "Barabbas/' (Bantam, 149 pp. 50c), is the moving
novel of the man chosen by the people, the man pardoned by the
screaming crowd, a criminal, a man of violence, a man torn by
dark and tormented lusts who cried out of this darkness "as
though he were speaking to it: to thee I deliver up my souL" This
novel is a masterpiece, and is available in the Blue Key for 50c.

Christ Mocked by Soldiers

rection and the life."
He lives today, having risen
from the coldness of death, as
Robert Lowry's hymn says:
"Death cannot keep his prey,
Jesus my savior. He tore the
bars away."
Jesus Christ, by conquering
death, became a man of victory.
Having finished His work on
earth. He ascended to the right
hand of God.
Man cannot work out his own
eternal life, but can seek to live
his earthly life beneath the shadow of the cross. As man learns
to gaze in wonder upon the Cross
he gains and maintains his
strength, for never was there
such strength as Jesus' while
hanging from that Roman gibbet
of shame. In the words of the
hymn: "Up from the grave He
arose. With a mighty triumph
o'er his foes; He arose a Victor
from the dark domain. And he
lives forever with His saints to
reign. He arose! He arose! Hallelujah! Christ arose!"
Jesus Christ arose a victor
from the dark domain of death,
that we, His sons, might have
life. This is Jesus, manson and
Godson, the man of Infinite character.

After being booted out of the
prison, Barabbas wandered to the
hill of Golgotha and watched the
executions. He was not there for
any reason, except that he felt
drawn by a power beyond his understanding. From Golgotha he
went to the tomb and watched
them bury the fellow in the center, though he really didn't know
him.
Barabbas had friends in town,
one particular friend. She was
fat, dirty, and quite often tipsy.
From these people he sought
some information about this man
who had been crucified. They
really didn't know much about
him, but they had heard about
one of his stories, about arranging "a big feast, a wedding or
something, but no guests arrived,
so they had to go out into the
streets and invite just anybody,
and all they could get were beggars and poor starving wretches
who scarcely had a rag to their
backs." They thought he must
have been one of those who believed himself to be the Messiah.
But this didn't make much sense.
One didn't crucify a Messiah.
This is an example of how the

author had the story of the
Christ told to Barabbas. He
matched his c h a r a c t e r s t o
his stories. Here are a few
more examples. Barabbas himself had b e e n to the cross
and had seen the Christ, but the
story of the love and grace of the
Christ came from one who only
recently had denied him. To highlight the meaning of forgiveness
and the extent of the denial, it
was Barabbas who reminded Peter of the denial. A girl with a
harelip, who had been turned out
of her home and cursed, who was
without friends except for a few
lepers, and who just didn't seem
to fit the picture of a disciple,
witnessed to the meaning of the
gospel. Lagerkvist had her do
this in a thick voice before an
audience of Christian people.
They were so self-conscious, they
were embarassed. (After all, this
was St. John's by the Lake).
The author raised a number of
issues which are of a twentieth
century nature. Let me mention
one. Barabbas had a mistress.
She realized that he had lost his
interest in the passing affairs of
life, including her, and all this
had happened since he had become
obsessed with the crucified one.
She now had a problem. How
could she get him back to normalcy?
There was a long period in the
life of Barabbas of which little is
known. The author surmises that
he may have spent some time in
the desert meditating, or he may
have gone back to his old business. It is known that at the age
of fifty he was sentenced to the
Cyprian copper mines. Here,
chained to an Armenian Christian named Sahak, he was shown
something of what it meant to be
a follower of Christ. But Barabbas never fully understood this,
and the idea of a Christ who had
to die on a cross didn't make
sense to him.
Barabbas was finally released

from the mines, and with a large
number of slaves was brought
to Rome, When the great firie
swept through -Rome, he ran
through the streets setting firie
to buildings, hoping in this way
to serve the crucified one. His
view of the Christ remained diaftorted. He was captured and crucified, and the last words heard
from him came through the darkness as though he were speaking
to it, "To thee I deliver up my
soul." Perhaps in that moment,
this one who had seen through a
glass very darkly, now saw face
to face.
This is a book with which one
can have a field day finding Christ
figures. Both the language and the
characters lend themselves to
this. Barabbas, no mention of a
father or mother, no home, no
place to lay his head, a period of
thirty years during which nothing
is known of him, and finally en*cified. One could of course add to
this list. But then, with a facile
imagination, one could do this
with his mistress, or with the
harelipped girl. There is a place
for such an approach, but too
often it's a temptation that should
be overcome.
I prefer to read it as the story
of one, and you and I are present
in the story, who is drawn to
Christ, but can never feel accepted because he wants first to do
something that will make him
acceptable. Perhaps this is the
reason for the cry from the cross.
Here one could do nothing but
place himself under the grace of
the crucified one. It was not by
might, nor power, but by my
Spirit
It would hardly do justice to
the theological point of view of
the novel if one left the work
with a truncated view of the
grace of God. We have already
noted in the story of the girl
with the harelip, and Sahak in
the Cyprian mines, that Christianity is demanding. Barabbas
has some idea of this also, but it
is distorted. Even in this distortion he has something to say to
us. Perhaps it is best put in thfe
words, "If any man would come
after me, let him deny himself
and take up his cross daily and
follow me."

Lucas9 Recital

Princeton U. Introduces

Thurs. in Chapel

t "> |

Non - Western Study Program
Princeton University, following a trend in colleges for non-

Western studies, recently announced a program in near and
far-Eastern languages.

State Musicians
to Meet at Hope

Invited to take part in the
program are 32 midwestern and
eastern small colleges, including
Hope. Hope will participate in
the program by recommending
one excellent and interested
sophomore student who wishes to
study under this program at
Princeton during his junior year.

On Tuesday, April 16, music
teachers from the entire state of
Michigan will be meeting on
Hope's campus for the State
Conference of the Michigan Music Teachers Association.
The conference will open at
9:15 a.m. when Stanley Fletcher,
noted pianist and educator from
the University of Illinois, will
present a piano recital in the
Music Auditorium.
At 3:00 p.m. Dr. Anthony
Kooiker of the Hope faculty will
discuss early keyboard music in
Graves lecture hall. Also at 3:00
the Kalamazoo College Choir will
perform in the Chapel.
Students are invited to attend
these events without charge and
may consult with Dr. Kooiker or
Miss Jantina Holleman for further details.

Pianist Paul Lucas will present his senior recital Thursday,
April 18, at 8:15 p.m. in Dimnent •
-Memorial Chapel.
-•, The program will begin with
the "Toccata in C Minor" by
Bach. Following this will be
Beethoven's Sonata in A Major,
Op. 101 in four movements —
Allegretta ma non troppo. Vivace
alia Marcia, Adagio, ma non
troppo, conaffecto and Allegro.
Lucas will also p e r f o r m
A bord d'une source by Liszt
and Eugene Goossens' Four Conceits — The Gargoyle, Dance
Memories, A Walking Tune, ann
The Marionette Show.
Concluding the program will
be Prokofieff's Sonata, Not 3 —
Andante dolce. Andante sognando, and Vivace.
Lucas, a student of Dr.
Anthony Kooiker, is a physics
major from Holland, Mich. The
winner of a Woodrow Wilson
Grant and a Danforth Graduate
Fellowship, he plans to do graduate work at the University of
Illinois.
A member of the Blue Key national honor fraternity, he is also
the news editor of the anchor,
co-chairman of the Spiritual Life
Series Committee and president
of the Sinfonia Music Fraternity.

All expenses are paid by the
program according to Dr. Ralph
Perry, coordinator of the program. After completing the junior year at Princeton studying
either Arabic, Chinese, Japanese,
Persian, Russian or Turkish, the
student will return to Hope for
his senior year.
There is also a concentrated
summer program according to
Dr. Perry, who says that any interested student should contact
him no later than April 26. The
student need not be a language
major.

Former Professor
A
FINE
PLACE
TO
DINE

Dies in Holland
Albert E. Lampen, retired head
of the Hope College Mathematics
Department, died on March 25
at Holland Hospital at the age
of 75. He had been ill for the
past 2% years.

Complete Beauty
Service
MARGRET'S

Prof. Lampen was born in
Oakland, Michigan, and graduated from Hope College in 1911.
After receiving his master's degree from the University of
Michigan, and teaching in Winona Lake, Ind.; Gladwin, Mich;
and Topeka College in Kansas,
he came to Hope College in 1918
co teach mathematics.

Phone 3 9 2 - 3 3 7 2
and

ARCADE
BEAUTI LOUNGE
Phone 396-3265
ARCADE BEAUTI LOUNGE

He retired as head of the
mathematics department here, in
1957, at the age of 70.
Prof. Lampen is especially remembered for his readiness to
give students special help when
it was needed. Dr. Jay E. Folkert, present mathematics head,
said concerning him, "Professor
Lampen was a person who rightly reflected the spirit of Hope
College. He was a Christian in
his faith, devoted to his teaching,
thoughtful of his students and of
his faculty colleagues, and always ready to work for those
things which were worthwhile."

MICHIGAN
CLEANERS
EX 6-3421
230 River Ave.
(Across from Post Office)

Expert Cleaning
and Pressing

Hertz rents new Chevrolets and o t t o fine M P P P P V
care by the hour, day, weekaad or week. U J ^ L J U t J
,#t
HERTZ put jrfis la the irfoer'a Mat!
Stop in At 234 Central Or Call EX 4 - 8 5 8 3
To Reserve A Car For Any Occasion

LOOK
Vogue Restaurant
205 River Avenue
OPEN
Sunday . . . .
Monday . . .

EX 2-2894

BOBBIE FREGGENS —JOHN
ATIVE FORD

Correspondents to View
Cherry Blossom Time
by Bobbie Freggens and
John Dryfhout
Washington Correspondents
Signs of spring are showing all
over the nation's capital. Preparations are being made for the
famous Cherry Blossom Festival
to be held this week. Although
John and I will miss the tulips
this year, we will have the opportunity of seeing the beautiful
Japanese cherry trees which surround the Tital Basin. Not unlike
the Tulip Festival, thousands of
tourists make their way to Washington every year at this time,
to see the blossoms of pink and
white. If our 70 degree weather
lasts, no one will be disappointed.
As you can see, life south of the
Mason-Dixon line is somewhat
different.
To celebrate the first day of
spring in Washington, six adventurous Washington Semester students decided to" drive out to
Great Falls Park, which is 14
miles outside of Washington, in
Maryland. After six weeks in
Washington we have finally become acquainted with not only the
capital but the surrounding countrysides of Virginia and Maryland. Great Falls Park turned out
to be an unforgettable experience. Situated on the edge of the
Potomac River, the falls rush
over rocks. There are paths and
bridges to walk on in order to
see the various different falls.
Part of the walking area had
been flooded, but this didn't stop
the "Adventurous Six" from seeing the largest of the falls. Walking a log and climbing over fences got us to our destination. This
truly must be God's country. We
were all speechless at the sight

BREDEWEG
SHOE REPAIR
EX 6-3421

Tuesday . . .
Thursday . .
Friday

DRYFHOUT — REPRESENT-

230 River Ave.
(Across from Post Office)

We Dye and Repair Shoes

we saw. Dusk started to set in,
and we decided to return to the
car, but not without one mishap.
Not liking to admit this fact, but
I guess my education at Hope
College and American University
has not taught me to walk logs!
The result of this lack of education was a slip of my foot, and
a fall into the Potomac. However,
I had five sets of hands to grasp
me, so I only got one leg and part
of my coat wet. The only thing
I could do was laugh.
I don't want to leave you with
the impression that the only
thing we do is go bounding around
the countryside. Most of our
time is spent in very serious
work. For the past two weeks we
have had some worthwhile and
informative seminars. Some of
these have included a visit to the
Democratic National Headquarters; Press Coverage In Washington; TV coverage in the capital at the NBC studio with Ray
Shearer; a meeting with Senator
Dirksen of Illinois who is Minority Leader, and Rep. Arends who
is House Minority Whip; also
seminars with lobbyists.
An extra event which John and
I were able to experience was an
interview with Congressman Gerald Ford (Rep. Michigan, 5th
District). Ford has recently been
m a d e Republican Conference
Committee Chairman, and is serving his eighth term in Congress.
His office requested a photographer to take our picture with
the Congressman, so we will have
a picture to remember the event.
Two thrilling experiences happened to me last week. First I
rode on an elevator in the New
Senate Office Building with Senator Humphrey, who is the Democratic Majority Leader in the
Senate. That same day I also
attended a subcommittee hearing
at which Ambassador Adlai Stevenson testified in behalf of the
United Nations. After the hearing, we were permitted to talk to
Stevenson.
Coming up soon will be our
spring vacation. Many of the
Washington Semester students
from the midwest like to go to
New York for their vacation.
Since I'm an Easterner, I intend
to head south to Florida with my
room-mate who is from Cape Canaveral.

State Prison
Wishes Books
Anyone interested in contributing to a worthy cause should
check the possibilities of sending
books to the library of the State
Prison at Jackson, Mich.
What kinds of books may be
sent? Phil de Velder recently inquired about this aspect of the
whole matter of donations. Lee
Penn, the state prison librarian,
replied " . . . as to which books
might be forbidden, I might say
that we have very few books in
any category which do not comply with the Institutional rules.
These are those which deal expressly with a lewd nature, those
which preach hate between religions or races; any that may
advocate the violent overthrow
of the Government and books
which deal with Judo, Karate
or Hypnotism."
All persons interested in sending books should ship them parcel post, collect to: Lee Penn, Librarian, Library Dept. 5-A, 4000
Cooper Street, Jackson, Mich.

Riding Hood
to Book Store
(ACP) — Once upon a time,
according to an editorial in the
Plainsman, Little Red Riding
Hood's mother decided it was
time for the girl to go to college.
The mother warned of the
greedy wolves she might encounter during her trip through the
college. At Auburn University,
Auburn, Ala. (home of the
Plainsman), Miss Hood had to
pay a large sum of money for
only three books. At the end of
the quarter she took the books to
the bookstore to sell.
She had taken special care not
to harm the books so she could
get most of her money back (the
Hood family was not at all wealthy). But she was shocked to
learn that they would give her
only half of what she had originally paid. She heard, though,
that the book store would up the
price of the book to nearly the
original price and sell it again
the next quarter.
Unfortunately, this nursery
rhyme has no hunter to kill the
wolf and allow Little Red Riding
Hood to live happily ever after.
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3 Weeks of Sorority Rush

Summer Jobs

Call Out 111 Applicants

Are Available
in Europe

One hundred eleven sorority place unbid girls according to
rushees are 'rushing' through
(his list and the sororities' own
hectic weeks of opening spreads, |b?d lists. Final teas are schedlit meetings, and mixers, as six uled for Friday, April 26, and
sororities put forth their best
bids will come out the next day.
manner and biggest smiles for
spring bidding.
Rush began Tuesday, when
rushees attended each of six sororities' informal spreads. Lit
meetings, scattered throughout
the next two weeks, will give
rushees a closer look at the sororities in action, and the mixers
will offer an opportunity for both
actives and rushees to "let down
their hair" and really get to
know each other.
Spring rush will be guided by
the Pan-Hellenic rules revised
last year. These rules involve silent bid meetings, and an enforced 'silent period' when bids
come out This year, as last,
rushees will go to Gilmore cottage directly after the final teas,
where they will list two sorority
preferences and another rushee
they would want as a sorority
sister. A Pan-Hell clearing house
will eliminate cross-bids and

Wood Shows Art
in National
Exhibits
Miss Marcia Wood, instructor
of art at Hope has two pieces of
work currently on display in two
national art exhibitions.
At the Ninth Annual Drawing
and Small Sculpture Show at Ball
State Teachers College, Muncie,
Ind., Miss, Wood is showing a
terra-cotta
sculpture entitled
"Lady with Hat."
An ink drawing entitled "Discussion" is on display at the
Fourth National Exhibit of Prints
and Drawings being held at Ohio
University, Athens.
Miss Wood has been instructor
of art at Hope since 1958# She
received her A.B. degree from
Kalamazoo College and her
M.F.A. from Cranbrook Academy
of Art. Her work has appeared
in both regional and national exhibitions. From 1960-61 Miss
Wood studied art history at the
University of London and traveled and studied art monuments
throughout Italy.
Representative examples of
Miss Wood's work can be seen at
"The Studio Gallery" in Kalamazoo.

Foreign Students
Urged to Seek
Summer Jobs
A special program to assist
foreign students to find summer
employment has been launched by
the Institute of International Education, Albert G. Sims, executive
vice president of HE, announced
today. The Institute has established a Cooperative Service on
Summer Employment and Practical Training for Foreign Students as an administrative unit
to encourage, assist and coordinate the efforts of community
organizations to find summer
jobs for foreign students.
The Department of State's
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs has made a grant
of $108,000 to provide employment and practical training opportunities for foreign students
this summer. Funds will be disbursed through the Cooperative
Service .
Representatives of community,
national and government organizations met recently at HE headquarters in New York City to discuss ways in which the Cooperative Service could best facilitate
the summer employment placement program for foreign students throughout the country. It
was stressed at the meeting that
the current job market is critical and that foreign students who
seek summer employment urgently need the earnings. Trade
associations, industries, business
firms, individual employers, civic and service organizations will
be asked to publicize the need for
job opportunities for foreign students in their vicinity.
Foreign students are being
urged to seek summer employment through local offices of the
various state employment services near their own schools and
to avoid travel to major cities
where there will be job shortages.
Suggestions and questions concerning employment and practical
training for foreign students
should be addressed to local
Foreign Student Advisers, College Placement Officers or the
newly formed chapter of Peopleto-People.

Late Snips and Short Snorts

c
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CALIGULA: Rehearsals have
started and never has this school
seen a more Roman-looking cast.
OUCH: Don't forget to stay
off the grass — this is a tender
time in its psychological development We hate to stunt its
growth by frustrating its psyche.
LUBBERS: Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers and the Honorable John R.
Dethmers, Association Justice of
the Michigan Supreme Court,
were presented distinguished alumni awards at the 50th Anniversary Convention of Pi Kappa
Delta, national forensics honorary society, held March 19-23 at
Southern Illinois University.
GUESTS: During this time of
the year many guests from surrounding high schools visit our
illustrious campus to look us
over. If you see someone who
looks unfamiliar to you, why not
ask him if he's lost?
INITIATION: Phi Alpha Theta, honorary history fraternity,
will hold its spring initiation and
dinner meeting on Saturday evening, April 20 in Phelps Conference Room. All reservations for

t

dinner must be in by April 17 to
Dr. David Powell. The guest
speaker will be Mrs. Elissa Teles,
historian from Muskegon, Mich.,
who will speak on "The Treatment of Minorities in U. S.
Texts."
TAN: Aside from the broken
b a t s and unstrung rackets
brought back from the South, it
seems that many of our athletes
also got some sun. These handsome-looking lads may be seen
strutting about the campus in
their short-sleeved shirts and
flashing smiles.
JOBS: It seems that half of the
Hope College population spent
the vacation frantically hunting
for employment for the long hot
summer.
PLOWED (ACP): "One Chicago campus paper quotes its
printers as saying "After spending all day Thursday putting this
paper together, all I want to do
is go out and get smashed." We
might add that thish ish why
we get our paper printed in Zeeland. Hie.

KAZUYA MATSUMIYA AND IRC PRESIDENT MCDOWELL

Kazuya Matsumiya, Guest of GLCA,
Considers Eastern Study Program
Kazuya Matsumiya of Tokyo,
Japan, visited Hope's campus
Tuesday and Wednesday as a
guest of the Great Lakes College
Association.
Matsumiya, who is advisor to
the president of Weseda University, Tokyo, is visiting all the
GLCA colleges on a prospective
program of near Eastern studies.
Members of the GLCA recently met to make final revisions in
this program which includes language and history study in the

Mission
(Continued from Page One)
dents and professors battling
against ignorance and need on
an international scale.

non-Western world. Hope's faculty discussed the program at
the last faculty meeting. GLCA
plans to petition a foundation
for expenses which range from
three to six million dollars.
Matsumiya is presently a coordinator of the exchange program between Washington University, St. Louis, and Waseda
U, which has 35,000 students.
Matsumiya while here fur
GLCA is carrying on other business also. He is involved in market research and administration
of the Development Bureau for
Dentsu Advertising Limited. He
comes to the U.S. to inspect
branch offices of the company.
Matsumiya says that the Japanese government will liberalize
trade in Japan soon, and that he
is in favor of opening trade with
China regardless of its political
beliefs.

"The organization consists of
the combined efforts of more
than 40 countries. In the United
States alone there are more than
COO campus' which contrigute to
WUS. Here it is then, a movement of students dedicated to the
task of helping fellow students.
"Here at Hope the sororities
and fraternities have pledged
their support, help them — and
help our peers around the world.
With their help and education,
we can combine to eliminate the
evils of the modern world."

A&W ROOT BEER

Upon his return from an extensive two-month tour of Europe, Frank Gordon, Jr., Director
of the International Student Travel Center, told staff members at
a meeting yesterday that he had
completed final details on hundreds of jobs for the ISTC worktravel program in Europe this
summer. "The bulk of the jobs
are those we outlined in our brochure and cover factory, hotel/
restaurant/resort and construction work," he said, "but in addition, I am pleased to report I
was able to turn up a number of
jobs of special interest."
Gordon said he had requests
from prominent European families for male students to act as
chauffeurs in France and crew on
yachts in Denmark, Sweden and
Norway. One lucky "Chauffeur,"
he noted, would drive a Ferrari
in Paris. There are also a number
of seagoing openings of longer
duration in the fall and winter
for stewards, deck and engine
room hands on foreign freighters
and passenger ships.
For girls, he said, probably the
most glamorous work will be
some modeling jobs in Paris and
Brussels (sizes 12-14) and taking
care of children in wealthy families. There are also a number of
requests for girls to work as private maids with English speaking European families vacationing in St. Tropez, Juan les Pins
and Antibes on the French Rivi*era.
The best paying jobs this summer, Gordon pointed out, will be
in restaurants and factories. Boys
and girls who wait on tables can
expect to earn in wages and tips
close to $200 a month. Factory
pay in several countries will also
run to about $200 a month. Gordon emphasized that the special
interest jobs should go to thd
best qualified students who apply
the earliest as most all of the
jobs listed by the ISTC would
have to be filled by May 15 to
meet the planning deadlines set
by European employers.
Gordon also added that the
ISTC is now placing students on
a year-round basis and has already obtained jobs for 15 students abroad for more that the
summer months (6 months to a
year). Information may be obtained by writing to ISTC, 39
Cortlandt Street, New York 7,
N.Y.

MODEL LAUNDRY
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
Free Pickup and Delivery To All Dorm* And
Fraternity Houses
DAILY PICKUP and DEUVERY
AT KOLLEN HALL—5 <30 P.M.
97 East 8th Street
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Phone EX 2-3625

HOPE CHURCH
Hope Church Invites You to Share in the Following:
FROM THE MINISTER'S NOTEBOOK

Golden Fried
97c
Vi CHICKEN
Sorvod with Crisp Frtnch him
Tqnay Cob Skrw » Dlnntf Roll & Homy

Hope Church invites you to worship Easter Sunday at 9:30
and 11:00 A.M.
•

The Chancel Choir will sing at both services.
Miss Sakiko Kanamori will be the soloist.
Mr. Hillegonds will preach.

FOR YOUR
NEW FOOTWEAR NEEDS
TRY

BORRS
BOOTERY

"On Calvary men had their fling at saying 'No' to
God. But 'very early in the morning the first day
of the week/ it was God's turn. He said his 'No' to
the judgement hall where Pilate had condemned
Jesus, to the hill where the soldiers had crucified
him, to the grave where Nicodemus and Joseph of
Arimathea had helped to lay him, to the seal that
had shut him in, and to the guard that had stood
watch. How much is there in us to which he must
say it still."

•*
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•
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Debate On The Purpose Of Opus

Pro
by Jim Michmerhniren
Some discussion has been and
is taking place about Opus. It is
rather exciting. Unfortunately
only the smallest part of the
magnificent argument will ever
appear in print; and this page, I
suppose, represents an attempt
on the part of the editor to give
a true picture of the course the
argument is taking and the issues involved. To that purpose
this article is devoted.
There are two issues. The first
concerns the aim, the goals, the
purposes of a college literary
magazine; what should they be?
The second is a question of fact;
how well has this year's Opus
staff fulfilled its duties (or
aims) ?
The second of these two questions, being the sort of question
that leads to passionate denunciations and equally passionate defenses of specific people—the editor and his staff—is superficially
an easier one to argue about personalities than ideas; consequently the second question has
pretty much obscured the first.
. : Every college literary magazine must ideally fulfill two
functions. On the one hand it
must encourage such talent as it
finds in the student body, and on
the other it must present to the
public the best that is written by
its student body. These two functions sometimes clash; if a student chooses to be inconsolably
discouraged when his work is not
printed in Opus . . . then what?
. Most of the unpublished students I have talked to took their
rejection by Opus as a personal
affront. They were not aware of
their feelings sufficiently to make
this explicit; it took—it always
takes—the form of asking "What
does Jones (who was printed)
have that I don't have?" Or,
even more misguided, "Who do
they (the Opus staff) think they
are, saying that Jones has something I don't have?" All of this
from the mere acceptance or rejection of a poem! Poetry is personal but not that personal.
Two principles closely related
to the two functions described
above govern the selection of material for Opus. One is the principle that Opus should be representative, the other that it
should be the best. Exclusive adherence to either principle would
be a mockery. In the former case
one would have only to submit
a given number of poems in order
to be assured of a page in Opus,
regardless of quality. It would
be enough simply that one wrote.
In the latter case there would be
no Opus at all.
Every Opus staff, every year,
has discussed this problem. No
two staffs have come to precisely
the same conclusion.
I have stated the case concerning Opus. What about the
suggestion that selection of material be done by members of the
faculty of another college? One
comment is obvious—such a
method would certainly do little
to encourage those shrinking
violets who are discouraged by
authority of any sort. It might
put a stop to arguments about
what should or should not have
been printed; but that would be

Con

a loss, not a gain. I should say
—exaggerating, to be sure, but
only for the sake of a point too
neglected in this whole argument
—That Opus exists in order to
cause some argument about critical standards.
The dilemma that the "con"
side faces, it seems to me, is this:
either their argument must reduce itself to asserting that some
poems which were not printed
should have been, or else their
argument is not at all about Opus
but about the personalities of
the staff. If their position is the
latter, then I can find some points
for agreement with them, but
must point out that a discussion
of personalities has no place in
the anchor; if their position is
the former, then they are simply
opposing their critical ability to
that of the members of the staff,
who were, last fall, elected by an
open group of campus writers,
precisely on the basis of their
critical discernment.

by David Kleis
Opus ostensibly represents the
finest artistic creations, verbal,
visual and musical, of Hope College. It was at least initiated and
supported with this as its central purpose, but alas, it fails
quite miserably. Let it be clearly
understood, however, that there
are some unique artistic creations
(which show both imagination
and work) to be found within the
covers of the 1963 Opus.

OPUS cover was designed by
Jnd Emerick, Opus editor. It
is a pale bine background
with red streaks. There are
a few Opuses for students
in the Blue Key Book Store.

Opus means "work" or has
this as one of its meanings, which
is something that the editorial
board should be reminded of.
Therefore, there are several suggestions which are dedicated to
those unrecognized artists of
Hope College who should be and
will be recognized as poets, composers and artists in due time;
sooner perhaps than we realize.
First, if the board of editors
wishes to publish a creative arts

Do Pine Needles in Pine Grove Dance?
by Lew Scudder

I was meditating upon the process of illusion one day, when
there came and sat beside me a
rather unusual looking fellow and
we began in conversation.
"Who are you?" I asked.
"Guess," he snickered.
"The angel Gabriel," said I,
since I was meditating on such
things.
>
"Pretty close," he said.
"Now," I proceeded, "since we
have set the general background,
and I am vaguely aware of approximately who you are, may I
ask you a rather personal question?"
I looked at the angel; he nodded
absently and grinned, so I continued: "Tell me, sir, if I may
be so bold as to obtrude upon the
most divine of secrets; tell me if
. . ." And I began to blush as I
asked, ". . . Tell me if there is
such a sin as dancing?"
The unusual fellow scratched
around for a moment on his left
side, then came up with the most
stupendous scroll. One would
never have guessed he had it
concealed on his person. He then
cleared his throat, looked at me
with a very officious eye, cleared
his throat again as he spun open
the manuscript, and intoned in a
slightly flat alto voice as follows:
"Article 124, Section 642, Subsection X4, Subject 100932: Dancing. Ahem! By the ruling of the
Heavenly District Court, State of
Grace, in the year 0 Inf., it is
now established that dancing is a
relative thing. It is (like smoking, drinking, and cutting of classes) a sin in some cases and a
virtue in others. The singularity
of each case, of course, bares direct reference to Article 44 in its
totality, and Amendment 5B un-
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der Section 82 of last year's ruling in particular." He paused majestically.
I held up my hand to ask him
if he would kindly amplify, in
foot-note, his allusions; but he
neglected to yield the platform.
" S i n c e extenuating circumstances are many and various the
relevancies to this point in question must necessarily remain enigmatic till such time as the Lord
chooses to concern himself with
this problem; and since such a
time is not yet come, the jurisdiction of morals in this category
are left in the unfailing hands of
Gummafell, Captain, Fifth Division, D.A.F. . # . . At your service."
He bowed quickly in military
fashion and almost tripped himself on his robe when he clicked
his heels together.
I looked at him with a question
in my eyes; he giggled and I
laughed.
"So," I said, "your name is
Gummafell?"
"That's right," he said.
"How'd you come up with a
name like that?" I asked.
He leaned over and whispered
in my ear and I blushed.
"Terribly sorry about that," I
said.
"Oh, that's all right," he said
happily. "I'm not the only one."
"Glad to hear that," I said,
much relieved. "But, now, since
you are appointed moral arbiter
on this subject, could you tell me
which, how, and what exactly
make up the extenuating circumstances?"
"Ask me a question," he said.
"I just did," I said, rather taken aback.
"Ask me another, then. I just
love being asked questions. Ask
me anything, anything at all."
Well, really, I didn't see much
point in that so I thought I'd begin with a "yes" and "no" questioning period followed by a series of multiple guess, and ended
with three essay questions beginning with the fall of man and
ending with the present (dates
included).
"Is the fox-trot wrong?" I began.
He shook his head and smiled

benignly.
"Is the . . . ah . . . waltz a
sin?"
" "No," he smiled.
"Is the . . . unwn-m # . .
tango?"
"Um-uh!" He shook his head
again.
"Then the Samba?"
"Nope."
"The bear-hug, the pumphandle, the shuffle?"
He shook his head at all and
seemed to be enjoying himself
immensely.
I frankly was running out of
categories of the dance. I bit my
lip and pondered.
"Go on, go on. You haven't
nearly finished," he urged.
Then I was hit by a flash. My
head swam, my eyes tingled in
my head, my big toe itched: "Tell
me," I asked hastily, ". . . Tell
me, good Gummafell, what would
be your ruling on the . . The
. . . THE . . ."
"Yes? . . . YES? . . . YES?
. . ." echoed Gummafell.
"Tell me what you think of the
. . . The . . . THE . . ,"
"Go on, say it! Out with it!"
he shouted.
"THE T W I S T ! ! " ! screamed.
There was dead silence. I looked at Gummafell and saw him
turn red then purple, green then
orange, then brown; and brown
he stayed. It was really quite a
display of angelic prowess. Then
he opened his mouth, and threw
his hands up into the air. I depended on his lip. The world
seemed spiraling above our heads,
there was a terrific clanging in
the air . . . and I found myself
staring breathlessly into the
knot-hole of an old pine which
looked remarkably like Gummafell.

magazine featuring primarily its
own creative efforts as such, it is
encouraged to do so. However,
this shouldn't be published under
the title of Opus or with college
money. This would be entirely
fallacious, as it has been for much
too long.
Four years ago the complaint
by many students was that the
Opus was the medium for the
creative efforts of a single individual. Now four years later
the complaint is the same, and
justifiably to a certain extent.
Opus has become a medium for
six individuals, with a surprising
dearth of creative effort from the
highly respected Tom Werge.
Second, and much more significant, is the whole concept
of "working" to encourage and
develop individual artists, especally poets who show promise.
Far too many potentially fine
poets have been stultified by
Opus. Stimulation, even if it's
merely ten minutes shared over a
cup of coffee, is better that stultification.
Opus must become the crucible
into which is poured creative arts,
and out of which is selected, ostensibly at random, those selections which represent the finest
art at Hope College.
Third is this whole concept
of "working" out criteria on
which the creative selections are
judged and selected. Tangential
to this is the follow-up of "working" out a procedure by which
each contributor, whether his
creation is accepted or not, is
not only given notification but
also a critical statement with
reasons for its acceptance or nonacceptance.
Opus hasn't reached the level
of Saturday Review, nor has it
the authority nor adroitness of
John Ciardi of scanning briefly a
person's creation and promptly
for some intuitive reason, tossing it into a wastebasket, or
burying it beneath the millisheets of meaningful poetry and
prose that delightfully defies
"meaning."
If Opus is produced in concurrence with the festival next year,
it could foster student creativity
by offering awards. Instead of
spending over $1200 on Ciardi,
appropriate only $600 and offer
monetary rewards for poetry,
prose, music or art. Opus and the
festival might really encourage
creativity from the students instead of "culture from the top."
Finally, the method of selecting
and judging the creative work of
Hope College's artists as noted
last issue should not be done by
contributing artists or artisans,
whoever and whatever they might
be and do. Humanity is fallible.
So is Opus.
It is about time that Opus began to "work," not to play at eing "staff" members of the creative arts publication of Hope
College. It's not so much that
this year's Opus lacks in authentic and (dare I say it) "meaningful ' art, as it is that Opus could
be so much more authentic and
meaningful. (This is a challenge,
not a critique.)

I heard a little snicker; that
was all.
Now, somewhere on our campus
there stands that pine, the latest
version of the tree of good and
evil, the new incarnation of knowledge. He who eats shall be quite
satisfied that it really wasn't
worth knowing. Very distasteful
—pine cones.
Amen.
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Responsible letters, regardless
of opinioiv are welcomed and
will be published. They should
be no longer than 200 words,
submitted by noon Wednesday,
and signed. To conserve space,
editors have right to edit
(Editor's Note: This letter supports the viewpoint of Norman
Cousins and Dr. Megow of German Department, who wrote a
letter also* supporting John Faas*
contention.)
"The force of evil is subtly invading our campus. For weeks
there has been much discussion
on the pros and cons of smoking
and dancing. This is nothing
more than a cover to keep the
vital issues obscure. Two weeks
ago in the anchor the invitation
was extended to see Fellini's defense in his movie, The Nights of
Cabiria. I accepted! This may
have been art but other than this
it was only a seeking of meaning
to the meaninglessness of life, a
life that offers nothing but tears,
empty joy, and more tears. Smile,
you have no other choice!
Is this all we have to say about
the meaning of life ? Or is it saying, "Because I point this out to
you, don't fall into the same pattern." Beware! This is nothing
more than an anthropology that
men throughout the ages have
held — Man will get better! If
the college professors who feel
this art is necessary for our cultural growth also hold to this
nonbiblical anthropology and are
subtly purporting such views,
then Hope College as a Christian
College is on the wane. "Spera
In Deo."
Therefore, I invite all concerned to the daily chapel services.
Why? So that you may find and
be able to give meaning to one
who has a beautiful, tear-filled
smile, but whose heart is empty.
For example, at a recent chapel
meditation by Dr. Vander Lugt—
Jesus was one who knew where
he came from, where he was going and in the interim he girded
himself with a towel. Dr. Vander
Lugt's closing statement was,
"God is the meaning of human
existence and love is the meaning
of God."
John Faas

Milestone

i'
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The Milestone, the Hope College student
yearbook, will not be published this spring,
according to editors Jan Blom and Ruth Van
Witzenburg. They received this discouraging
news (the Tuesday before spring vacation)
from American Yearbook Company, which is
publishing this year's book.
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At first most people will groan, but on
second thought may find this a blessing in
disguise. With June 10 now the final deadline,
it will be possible to include the following college events: May Day, Fine Arts Festival, All
College Formal, Council elections. Penny Carnival, spring sports and Graduation. This
means additions of from eight to 12 pages to
the 256 pages already scheduled.
The publishing of these events improves
upon the Milestones of the past two years in
which these events were not given space because of the early deadline. As a matter of
fact, these events were never recorded in the
college annuals because previous editors were
too lazy to publish a supplement.
In the light of the advantage of covering
these additional events, which has not been
done since 1960, the disheartening news of no
Milestones this spring becomes an opportunity.
Also, the editors report that most college yearbooks are published in the fall. The seniors do
not need to become upset, because the yearbooks will be mailed to their homes in late
August.
While this obstacle can be hurdled, an
even higher bar was erected this week: no one
applied for the editorship of next year's Milestone. (Several applied for anchor editor and
congratulations go to Chuck Menning who will
begin to learn the ropes.) The reasons are
several:

m
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EDITORS AT WORK ON MILESTONE
1) At this time there is only one freshman and one sophomore working on the staff;
the rest are juniors.
2) The editors this year have not developed underclassmen in the organization with
just 20 juniors running the book.
3) There is a lack of clear rules and procedures for continuing the publication from
year to year. For instance the recently published college Bulletin states that the Milestone is
a project of the junior class, .almost unbeknownst to the junior class. On the other hand,
the editors are chosen by the publication board,
which is a sub-committee of Student Council.
If there is to be a Milestone next year at
all, whether it be in the spring or the fall,
something must be done. The possibilities seem
to be (1) the taking over of the publication
by the junior class, (2) the Publication
Board's reopening the opportunity for anyone
to apply for the position, or (3) having this
year's editors repeat. But when asked if they
would consider the job again each said: "Not
really."

Coming
Events
FRIDAY, APRIL 12
Good Friday Services, Chapel,
12:00-3:00 p.m.
SUNDAY, APRIL 14
Easter Sunrise Service, Chapel 6:30 a.m.
Trinity Reformed Church Easter Service, Chapel 9:30 a.m.
TUESDAY, APRIL 16
Michigan Music Teachers Association Convention.
Dr. Duncan Littlefair, Music
Auditorium, 7:00 p.m.
Mortar Board Tea.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
SEA Banquet, Phelps Conference Room, 5:15 p.m.
THURSDAY. APRIL 18
Paul Lucas Piano Recital, Chapel, 8:15 p.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 20
AWS Penny Carnival.

Smirk

Weekend
Weather
U. S. Weather Bureau, Grand
Rapids — The five-day forecast
for southern lower Michigan calls
for temperatures to average near
normal. Normal high is 52-57;
normal low is 30-37. Precipitation is expected to total about
Vi inch in showers today or tomorrow.
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to Begin on
April •13
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Flying Nine Unimpressive
in Spring Baseball Debut
by Steve DePree
The Flying Dutchmen returned
from their spring baseball trip
with an unimpressive 1-5 record,
but the experience gained by the
team more than compensated for
this record. Most of the Dutch
opponents were already well underway with their seasons and
had played 10-15 games. This
fact, plus playing against topflight teams certainly helps to
explain the losing record of the
Dutchmen.
The Dutch lost two games to
nationally rated Memphis State,
one to Bethel College, two to
Union College and scored a tremendous upset by beating De
Pauw University 4-3.
Ron Venhuizen led the Hope
hitters with .356 average, Jim
"Bultman followed with a .333
mark and Art Kramer hit .300
on the nose. Rookie third baseman Roger Kroodsma looked
very impressive both with the
glove and with the stick. In the
pitching department Glenn Van
Wieren looked very good and
Neil Goodrich sparkled in relief,
freshman G e o r g e Boswortn

t

showed that he will be a very
dependable hurler once the regular season rolls around.
Coach Siedentop reported that
he was very pleased with his
team's showing, but he also emf basized that there are many
weak spots to be patched up —
especially the weak hitting of
the bottom part of the batting
order. Siedentop definitely believes that his team will be a
strong contender in the MJAA
race.
. •

Hope's track team will meet
their first competition April 13
when they will hold a practice
meet with Muskegon Community
College at . the Hope track. The
actual season opens April 20 with
Grand Rapids Junior College also
at the home field. The team has
been anticipating the opening
meet since March 5 when they
started working out.

4

Team members have been
practicing on their own over the
spring vacation, and have been
running hard at the track this
week in hopes of turning: in a
winning season. Last season the
Hope tracksters finished fourth
in the MIAA field day with 14
points. In the dual meets they
finished with a 2-5 record.

UP AND OVER—Bruce Menning clears the bar daring track
practice at Van Raalte field. First meet is in a week.

Tennis Season Opens
with Hope 4-4 in South
by Ron Mulder
4t

Coach Doc" Green and his
talented squad succeeded in
breaking even on this year'^s

spring tour through the Florida
area against tough competition
during the period from March 30
to April 8.
Six netmen were taken on the
lour including; Norm Hess,
Butch Hopma, Arlyn Lanting,
Lance Stell, Bud Hoffman, and
Jeff Jorgensen. Norm Hess,
Hope's No. 1 player, proved his
top rank position by consistent
and outstanding performance
throughout the trip. He finished
with a 10-4 record for the 8
matches.

vi•

Hope triumphed in its initial
match against Vanderbilt at
Nashville, Tennessee, by a margin of 5-4. Beginning their sojourn in Florida, The Flying
Dutchmen whipped the Florida
State freshmen team soundly by
a score of 6-3. This was followed
by a revenge win for the Florida
State varsity against Hope by
the one-sided score of 8-1.

Hope again took a beating at the
hands of Rollins College with the
only point coming on a doubles
victory by Norm Hess and Butch
Hopma for Hope as they lost 8-1.
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The Blue and Orange jumped
back to the winning column on
April 5 when they eked out a 5-4
triumph over Davidson in Daytona Beach, Florida. This was
followed by another win, this one
at the expense of Stetson College who was buried under
Hope's 8-1 victory.
The final match of the spring
tour saw Hope fall to Indiana
University which marked the
Hope record at 4-4. This record
signifies a commendable job for
Hope against teams that are
rough competition.

The day of April 3 was not
too bright for the Blue and Orange tennis squad as they
dropped a 6-3 decision to Florida
University. The following day
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BACK FROM TOUR—'The baseball team, following their return
from vacation tour in Tennessee practices. Coach Siedentop is
on the mound pitching batting practice.
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ANCHOR
MAIL
Responsible letters, regardless
of opinion, are welcomed and
will be published. They should
be no longer than 200 words,
submitted by noon Wednesday,
and signed. To conserve space,
editors have right to edit.
(Editor's Note: This letter supports the viewpoint of Norman
Cousins and Dr. Megow of German Department, who wrote a
letter also> supporting John Faas'
contention.)
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"The force of evil is subtly invading our campus. For weeks
there has been much discussion
on the pros and cons of smoking
and dancing. This is nothing
more than a cover to keep the
vital issues obscure. Two weeks
ago in the anchor the invitation
was extended to see Fellini's defense in his movie, The Nights of
Cabiria. I accepted! This may
have been art but other than this
it was only a seeking of meaning
to the meaninglessness of life, a
life that offers nothing but tears,
empty joy, and more tears. Smile,
you have no other choice!
Is this all we have to say about
the meaning of life ? Or is it saying, "Because I point this out to
you, don't fall into the same pattern." Beware! This is nothing
more than an anthropology that
men throughout the ages have
held — Man will get better! If
the college professors who feel
this art is necessary for our cultural growth also hold to this
nonbiblical anthropology and are
subtly purporting such views,
then Hope College as a Christian
College is on the wane. "Spera
In Deo."
Therefore, I invite all concerned to the daily chapel services.
Why? So that you may find and
be able to give meaning to one
who has a beautiful, tear-filled
smile, but whose heart is empty.
For example, at a recent chapel
meditation by Dr. Vander Lugt—
Jesus was one who knew where
he came from, where he was going and in the interim he girded
himself with a towel. Dr. Vander
Lugt's closing statement was,
"God is the meaning of human
existence and love is the meaning
of God."
John Faas

Milestone
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The Milestone, the Hope College student
yearbook, will not be published this spring,
according to editors Jan Blom and Ruth Van
Witzenburg. They received this discouraging
news (the Tuesday before spring vacation)
from American Yearbook Company, which is
publishing this year's book.
At first most people will groan, but on
second thought may find this a blessing in
disguise. With June 10 now the final deadline,
it will be possible to include the following college events: May Day, Fine Arts Festival, All
College Formal, Council elections, Penny Carnival, spring sports and Graduation. This
means additions of from eight to 12 pages to
the 256 pages already scheduled.
The publishing of these events improves
upon the Milestones of the past two years in
which these events were not given space because of the early deadline. As a matter of
fact, these events were never recorded in the
college annuals because previous editors were
too lazy to publish a supplement.
In the light of the advantage of covering
these additional events, which has not been
done since 1960, the disheartening news of no
Milestones this spring becomes an opportunity.
Also, the editors report that most college yearbooks are published in the fall. The seniors do
not need to become upset, because the yearbooks will be mailed to their homes in late
August.
While this obstacle can be hurdled, an
even higher bar was erected this week: no one
applied for the editorship of next year's Milestone. (Several applied for anchor editor and
congratulations go to Chuck Menning who will
begin to learn the ropes.) The reasons are
several:

EDITORS AT WORK ON MILESTONE
1) At this time there is only one freshman and one sophomore working on the staff;
the rest are juniors.
2) The editors this year have not developed underclassmen in the organization with
just 20 juniors running the book.
3) There is a lack of clear rules and procedures for continuing the publication from
year to year. For instance the recently published college Bulletin states that the Milestone is
a project of the junior class, almost unbeknownst to the junior class. On the other hand,
the editors are chosen by the publication board,
which is a sub-committee of Student Council.
If there is to be a Milestone next year at
all, whether it be in the .spring or the fall,
something must be done. The possibilities seem
to be (1) the taking over of the publication
by the junior class, (2) the Publication
Board's reopening the opportunity for anyone
to apply for the position, or (3) having this
year's editors repeat. But when asked if they
would consider the job again each said: "Not
really."
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FRIDAY, APRIL 12
Good Friday Services, Chapel,
12:00-3:00 p.m.
SUNDAY, APRIL 14
Easter Sunrise Service, Chapel 6:30 a.m.
Trinity Reformed Church Easter Service, Chapel 9:30 a.m.
TUESDAY, APRIL 16
Michigan Music Teachers Association Convention.
Dr. Duncan Littlefair, Music
Auditorium, 7:00 p.m.
Mortar Board Tea.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
SEA Banquet, Phelps Conference Room, 5:15 p.m.
THURSDAY, APRIL 18
Paul Lucas Piano Recital, Chapel, 8:15 p.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 20
AWS Penny Carnival.
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Weekend
Weather
U. S. Weather Bureau, Grand
Rapids — The five-day forecast
for southern lower Michigan calls
for temperatures to average near
normal. Normal high is 52-57;
normal low is. 30-37. Precipitation is expected to total about
V4 inch in showers today or tomorrow.
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in Spring Baseball Debut
by Steve DePree
The Flying Dutchmen returned
from their spring baseball trip
with an unimpressive 1-5 record,
but the experience gained by the
team more than compensated for
this record. Most of the Dutch
opponents were already well underway with their seasons and
had played 10-15 games. This
fact, plus playing against topflight teams certainly helps to
explain the losing record of the
Dutchmen.
The Dutch lost two games to
nationally rated Memphis State,
one to Bethel College, two to
Union College and scored a tremendous upset by beating De
Pauw University 4-3.
Ron Venhuizen led the Hope
hitters with .356 average, Jim
Eultman followed with a .333
mark and Art Kramer hit .300
on the nose. Rookie third baseman Roger Kroodsma looked
very impressive both with the
glove and with the stick. In the
pitching department Glenn Van
Wieren looked very good and
Neil Goodrich sparkled in relief,
freshman G e o r g e Boswortn

f

showed that he will be a very
dependable hurler once the regular season rolls around.
Coach Siedentop reported that
he was very pleased with his
team's showing, but he also emf basized that there are many
weak spots to be patched up —
especially the weak hitting of
the bottom part of the battin?
order. Siedentop definitely believes that his team will be a
strong contender in the MIAA
race.

'
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by Ron Mulder
Coach "Doc" Green and his
talented squad succeeded in
breaking even on this year's

..,r

spring tour through the Florida
area against tough competition
during the period from March 30
to April 8.

Hope triumphed in its initial
match against Vanderbilt at
Nashville, Tennessee, by a margin of 5-4. Beginning their sojourn in Florida, The Flying
Dutchmen whipped the Florida
State freshmen team soundly by
a score of 6-3. This was followed
by a revenge win for the Florida
State varsity against Hope by
the one-sided score of 8-1.
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BACK FROM TOUR—The baseball team^ following their return
from vacation tour in Tennessee practices. Coach Siedentop is
on the mound pitching batting practice.
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The Blue and Orange jumped
back to the winning column on
April 5 when they eked out a 5-4
triumph over Davidson in Daytona Beach, Florida. This was
followed by another win, this one
at the expense of Stetson College who was buried under
Hope's 8-1 victory.
The final match of the spring
tour saw Hope fall to Indiana
University which marked the
Hope record at 4-4. This record
signifies a commendable job for
Hope against teams that are
rough competition.
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6 West Eighth Street
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
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Holland Illustrative Photography
SENIOR PORTRAITS

STORE

"The Friendly Store'1

Phone EX 2 - 3 1 1 6

TED JUNGBLUT Jr.

Coral Gables of Saugatuck

IL FORNO
•

•

RESTAURANT •

Fine Foods

•

Gourmet Table

Open Daily Except Monday —- 5:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Sunday — 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

iho specializing in—

•

COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE

•

• Private Parties • Banquets • Receptions

HOTEL SAUGATUCK
Saugatuck, Mich.

WESTERN MICHIGAN'S LARGEST
GREETING CARD DEPARTMENT

1
I* I

Featuring Contemporary and Studio Cards

The name that made PIZZA famous in Lansing"

EX 2-2828

We feature

HERFST

EX 4-4972

IL FORNO PIZZA

4 4 W. 10th Street

Hope again took a beating at the
hands of Rollins College with the
only point coming on a doubles
victory by Norm Hess and Butch
Hopma for Hope as they lost 8-1.

Team members have been
practicing on their own over the
spring vacation, and have been
running hard at the track this
week in hopes of turning in a
winning season. Last season the
Hope tracksters finished fourth
in the MIAA field day with 14
points. In the dual meets they
finished with a 2-5 record.

HANSEN'S
DRUG

2 Doors East of
J.C. Penney Store

PERSONALITY
BEAUTY SALON

• •

.....

535 Douglas Avenue

Phone EX 2-2726

SPECIALS
65c a n d up

•

•

Hope's track team will meet
their first competition April 13
when they will hold a practice
meet with Muskegon Community
College at . the Hope track. The
actual season opens April 20 with
Grand Rapids Junior College also
at the home field. The team has
been anticipating the opening
meet since March 5 when they
started working out.

FOR YOUR EVERY DRUG STORE NEED RELY ON

Open 6 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Daily
Friday —6 a.m.— 9 p.m.

Daily Noon & Evening

•

UP AND OVER—Bruce Menning clears the bar during track
practice at Van Raalte field. First meet is in a week.

Exduiiveiy Ours

"Your Home Away From Home"

•

Xi

The day of April 3 was not
too bright for the Blue and Orange tennis squad as they
dropped a 6-3 decision to Florida
University. The following day

^ • -v

28 W. 8th St.

•

^

"

RESTAURANT

•

sm&i

Six netmen were taken on the
tour including; Norm Hess,
Butch Hopma, Arlyn Lanting,
Lance Stell, Bud Hoffman, and
Jeff Jorgensen. Norm Hess,
Hope's No. 1 player, proved his
top rank position by consistent
and outstanding performance
throughout the trip. He finished
with a 10-4 record for the 8
matches.

i
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Tennis Season Opens
with Hope 4-4 in South

>Lw • ' • •

•
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Ring Books — Papers — Pens
"EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL"
Downtown - Next to Penne/s

At our River Avenue Store

1

New and Used Typewriters — Rentals
Expert Repair Service

f

Save 20% On All Portable Typewriters

c-

